My Brother’s Keeper Alliance
Planning Engagement – Working
Team Meeting #5
January 13th, 2017

Overview of key decisions in this process

Sept - Nov

✓ Articulated
vision/intended
impact
✓ Clarified key
elements of
theory of change
✓ Defined tiered
structure for
prioritizing
communities
✓ Define basic
categories of
support MBKA
will provide to
communities

December 15

✓ Decide on set of
national and local
strategies and
high level
capabilities
aligned to identity
✓ Prioritize and
sequence
Accelerator
Communities

Today
Jan. 13

❑ Decide on key
metrics for
organizational
dashboard
❑ Decide on
high-level
elements of
implementation
plan

Feb. 1

❑ Confirm detailed
implementation
plan
❑ Align on overall
resource
requirements
❑ Decide on key
learning
questions to
address over
time
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A number of refinements and decisions are needed to
complete the plan
• Clarity on criteria for tiers of communities - DRAFT DEVELOPED / INCLUDED
IN APPENDIX
Items to be
filled in as we
develop the
final business
plan over next
couple weeks

• Agreement on sequence of support and engagement for accelerator
communities – DRAFT DEVELOPED AND PRESENTED BY PROGRAMS TEAM
• Alignment on types of grantmaking funds to be administered by MBKA,
including objectives, scope, and scale of each fund – DRAFT DEVELOPED /
INCLUDED IN APPENDIX
• Agreement on definition of capacity building and what types of capacity
building supports are provided to accelerator vs. catalyst communities
• Clarity on MBKA’s role in driving a national policy agenda
• Financial projections tied to different scenarios of growth for MBKA

To be discussed
and/or
developed as
part of today’s
implementation
planning
exercise

• Number and cadence of Opportunity Summits, regional convenings and
Milestone Sessions
• Key activities underlying MBKA’s approach to corporate engagement
• Key activities MBKA will pursue to support national narrative change

TBG
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Reminder: Intermediaries demonstrate a range of
capabilities
CAPABILITY

DESCRIPTION
• Collecting and redistributing financial resources to other players

Funding/grantmaking

Capacity
building
“Backbone”/
facilitation

- Some do so through combined fund drives to gather funds that are then allocated or distributed through grants;
others do so through arranging loans or other financing structures
- Can include re-granting for philanthropy, federal, or state government

• Providing nonprofits with management support, organization development, technical assistance,
and other consulting
• Supporting the development of individual leaders or groups
• Acting as a “hub” and facilitator for a community’s efforts to achieve a shared goal, including
guiding the vision and strategy, supporting activities, and coordinating efforts across a number
of stakeholders (e.g., “collective impact”)
• Engaging with and advocating for various constituencies

Policy advocacy

• Monitoring and participating in the promulgation and implementation of government policy at all
levels of government
• Building public will as a lever to influence policy

Data &
evaluation

• Tracking and measuring outcomes for the field, potentially acting as a “data lead” – holding and
sharing out data for the field
• Using data to guide results-driven decision-making for funders, nonprofit service providers,
governments, etc., and/or in some cases, building the capacity of organizations to do this
internally
• Producing, organizing, and distributing research and analyses

Research &
knowledge
dissemination

• Facilitating communication and dissemination of information
• Providing opportunities and support tools that help individuals and organizations to develop and
share information, intelligence, and knowledge

Most intermediaries are not heavily involved in direct program delivery activities
Sources: Nonprofit Quarterly, “Study on Nonprofit and Philanthropic Infrastructure,” 2009; FSG, “Defining the Role of the
Backbone Organization”; Bridgespan case experience and analysis
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Reminder: Vision for MBK Alliance
Equity and access to opportunity for the
millions of boys and young men of color in
communities across the country
(as measured by population-level improvement across six milestones)

Accelerate
Community Change
Catalyze 250+ MBK Challenge
Communities to adopt and use
policies and practices that improve
outcomes across six MBK milestones
“Catalyst”
Communities
develop
well-resourced
initiatives
to improve
outcomes across
milestones

“Accelerator”
Communities
become proof
points for improving
outcomes across
multiple milestones

Build & Enable
National Environment

Favorable perceptions,
practices and policies
around BYMOC create an
enabling national
environment that
supports local success

TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Theory of change:
Challenge/Catalyst communities
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Inspire communities with a
compelling vision of success:
Create call to action and
accountability structure to inspire
more action in communities

Create, curate and share data and
information resources to inform
effective action: Develop the
knowledge base around BYMOC

Foster peer connections, learning
and leadership development:
Create environments and
opportunities for leaders to turn
knowledge into practice

Expand proven programs: Identify
what is working in communities and
help to scale these effective
interventions

INTERMEDIATE
OUTCOMES

INTENDED
IMPACT

MBK communities are deepening
and strengthening their practices:
Increased number of communities are
maturing in their efforts to improve
outcomes for BYMOC

Communities are using, creating
and sharing knowledge across
sectors about what works: local
leaders are participating in covenings
and sharing ideas/success stories
with other communities

“Catalyst”
Communities
develop
well-resourced
initiatives
to improve
outcomes across
milestones

Increased availability of
resources: Foundations, public, and
private sector actors make significant
financial and non-financial
contributions to support action in
communities
Positive visibility around MBK in
communities: MBK-related efforts
inspire stories of success that
illuminate what it can look like to seek
better outcomes for BYMOC
TBG
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Theory of change:
Accelerator Communities
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
Deliver baseline support to drive
effective action in communities (same
as Catalyst/Challenge):
• Inspire communities with a compelling
vision of success
• Create, curate and share data and
information resources
• Foster peer connections, learning and
leadership development
• Expand proven programs

+
Build local capacity and enhance
collaboration: Provide deeper technical and
financial support and leadership development
to strengthen effective programs and
cross-sector partnerships working to improve
outcomes for BYMOC
Drive corporate commitment to hiring /
developing BYMOC: Support companies in
developing an approach to building stronger
career opportunities for BYMOC
Amplify impact through storytelling:
Identify successes and promising efforts and
work to build awareness around bright spots

PRELIMINARY

INTERMEDIATE
OUTCOMES

INTENDED
IMPACT

More BYMOC are receiving
high-quality services and
employment opportunities:
Effective interventions scale and
companies increase commitments
to hire and develop BYMOC
Increased availability of
resources: Foundations, public,
and private sector actors make
significant financial and
non-financial contributions to
support action in communities

“Accelerator”
Communities
become proof
points for
improving
population level
outcomes across
multiple
milestones

Positive visibility around MBK in
communities: MBK-related efforts
inspire stories of success that
illuminate what it can look like to
improve outcomes for BYMOC

Progress on milestones within
communities
More communities emerge as
potential “proof points” of
success: Increased number of
communities with municipal support
and strong collaboration to support
MBK-related work
TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Theory of change:
Enabling national environment
STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

Align and lead national partners
toward shared goals: Focus
attention on common vision of
success, including policy agenda,
and support partners efforts around
advocacy and strategic
communication

Critical audiences have
enhanced awareness of
racial disparities and
appreciation of assets
BYMOC offer

Inspire key stakeholders to
deepen commitment to BYMOC
at national level: Work directly
with corporations to commit to
shifting policies and practices toward
BYMOC and target national
communications at other key
audiences to build awareness
around BYMOC

Foster promising new
interventions: Identify and provide
catalytic funding for start-up
programs and services with high
impact potential

INTENDED
IMPACT

Favorable
perceptions,
practices and
policies around
BYMOC create
an enabling
national
environment
that supports
local success

National corporations
support BYMOC success
through policies, practices,
and messaging

Federal and state policies
are changed to remove
barriers facing BYMOC
and/or support greater
resources going toward
BYMOC efforts in
communities
TBG
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An executive dashboard can help align the whole
organization to MBKA’s vision for impact
What is an executive dashboard?
• An executive dashboard is a set of key performance indicators that assess
progress toward an organization’s strategic priorities
• Includes measures related to
- Impact (external)
- Organizational effectiveness (internal)

Why is an executive dashboard valuable?
• An executive dashboard fosters:
- Agreement – Develops clarity on goals you want to achieve and what it would mean
to achieve them
- Improvement - Enables you to easily see what is and what is not working, so you
can take action to learn and improve
- Organizational alignment - Informs the development of team- or
department-specific measures that drive actions on a day-to-day basis
TBG
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Reference: Intermediaries tend to monitor both
population-level outcomes and intermediate outcomes
Key takeaway: While intermediaries monitor population-level metrics (e.g., 3rd grade reading) to ensure they’re accomplishing their
mission, they tend to hold themselves directly accountable to intermediate outcomes (e.g., resources raised for communities) related to
their primary role as brokers of relationships, resources and influence.
EXAMPLES OF KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

INTENDED IMPACT

ORGANIZATION

A safe, thriving community with high
employment, increased incomes, new
middle-income families, and 100% high school
graduates prepared for post-secondary education
that will ultimately lead to living wages and
better jobs

Intermediate outcomes:
•

# housing units constructed

•

$ raised for community revitalization

•

# lives impacted (primarily by housing or jobs)

Intermediate outcomes:
The StriveTogether Cradle to Career Network is a
national network of 68 community partnerships
working to improve educational success for
every child by bringing together cross-sector
partners around a common vision

•

# community partnerships

•

# organizations engaged

• % indicators trending towards success
Ultimate outcomes:
•

% children ready for Kindergarten in communities

•

% high school graduation in communities

Intermediate outcomes:
Assist neighborhoods in breaking the cycle of
intergenerational poverty by building a
seamlessly linked cradle-to-career pipeline of
education, health, and social supports to create
communities of opportunity for children and their
families

•

# communities in network

•

# children served

• % communities making progress on ultimate outcomes
Ultimate outcomes:
•

% children ready for Kindergarten

•

% students with access to internet at home

Intermediate outcomes:

Living Cities works with cross-sector leaders in
cities to build a new type of urban practice aimed
at drastically improving economic well-being
of low-income people

Source: Organizations’ annual reports and websites

•

# foundations and financial institutions in network

•

$ invested

• # media pieces published
Ultimate outcomes:
•

# jobs created

•

# policies created that
families
TBG benefit
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MBKA’s executive dashboard would be anchored by the
‘vital few’ indicators most related to intended impact
Potential high-priority outcomes to monitor internally and share externally:
CATALYST
• # local funders and
corporations that have
made resource
commitments in line
with local action plans
/ total $ of resources
committed
• # communities
formalizing initiatives
to support BYMOC
through local action
summits and action
plans

ACCELERATOR
• Increase in % BYMOC
achieving each of 6
milestones
• # communities with
municipal support for
BYMOC initiatives and
strong cross-sector
collaboration in place
to support goals

NATIONAL
• # of corporations
adopting a
BYMOC-focused
initiative and/or
making significant
financial contributions
to BYMOC-related
issues at the national
level

In addition to these high-priority outcomes, MBKA
would also want to track a larger set of indicators
providing more detail on key activities and outcomes
(see examples on following slides)
TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Impact: Key performance indicators (1/2)
INTENDED IMPACT INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

“Catalyst”
Communities
develop
well-resourced
initiatives
to improve
outcomes
across
milestones

EXAMPLES OF KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

MBK communities are deepening
and strengthening their practices

• # of communities qualifying for Catalyst Silver/Gold

Communities are using, creating
and sharing knowledge across
sectors about what works

• # of local leaders across sectors participating in convenings and communities of
practice

Increased availability of
resources

• # local funders and corporations that have made resource commitments
in line with local action plans / total $ of resources committed

• # of communities that have held local action summits and have completed local
action plans up to MBKA standards

• # of unique visitors/contributors to MBK Exchange

• $ leveraged by MBKA grants
• # FTEs allocated specifically to MBK coordination/activities

“Accelerator”
Communities
become proof
points for
improving
outcomes
across multiple
milestones

Positive visibility around MBK in
communities

• # of positive media pieces in local media citing MBK-related activities

More BYMOC are receiving
high-quality services and
employment opportunities

• # of BYMOC enrolled in high-quality programs linked to improvements in
milestone outcomes
• # of corporations with explicit hiring plans and/or plans to adjust hiring
practices
• # of BYMOC hired in Opp. Summits and retained 12+ mos.

Increased availability of
resources

• # local funders and corporations that have made resource commitments
in line with local action plans / total $ of resources committed
• $ leveraged by MBKA grants
• # FTEs allocated specifically to MBK coordination/activities

Positive visibility around MBK in
communities

• # of positive media pieces in local media citing MBK-related activities

Progress on milestones within
communities

• Increase in % BYMOC achieving each of 6 milestones

More communities emerge as
potential “proof points” of
success

• # of communities qualifying for Accelerator tier

Note: High-priority KPIs in bold (see prior slide)

• % of community-articulated goals achieved

TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Impact: Key performance indicators (2/2)
INTENDED IMPACT

Favorable
perceptions,
practices and
policies around
BYMOC create an
enabling national
environment that
supports local
success

INTERMEDIATE OUTCOMES

EXAMPLES OF KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Critical audiences have enhanced
awareness of racial disparities and
appreciation of assets BYMOC offer

• # of total impressions of MBKA-supported media pieces

National corporations support
BYMOC success through policies,
practices, and messaging

• # of corporations adopting a BYMOC-focused
initiative and/or making significant financial
contributions to BYMOC-related issues at the
national level

Federal and state policies are
changed to remove barriers facing
BYMOC and/or support greater
resources going toward BYMOC
efforts in communities

• # of times MBKA is asked to comment or testify on policy
and legislative issues at federal, state and local levels

Note: High-priority KPIs in bold (see prior slide)

• # of MBKA-supported media pieces in high-priority outlets

• % of core MBK coalition policy agenda goals achieved

TBG
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Impact: Supporting strategic priorities (from theory of
change) and detailed program offering
PRELIMINARY
IMPACT AREA
Catalyst &
Challenge
Communities

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

PROGRAM OFFERING

• Inspire communities with a compelling vision of success

1
• MBK network management / certification

• Create, curate and share knowledge to inform effective
action

• MBK Exchange (data portal)
2
• Curated information
3
4
• Concierge / help desk

• Foster peer connections, learning and leadership
development

5
• National convenings
6
• Regional convenings

• Communities of practice
7
• Youth fellowship program
8
• Expand proven programs

Accelerator
Communities

All of program offerings above, plus:
• Drive corporate commitment to hiring / developing BYMOC

• Build local capacity and enhance collaboration

• Amplify impact through storytelling

National
enabling
environment

9
• Catalyst grants

• Align and lead national partners toward shared goals
• Inspire key stakeholders to deepen commitment to
BYMOC at national level

• Foster promising new interventions

1
• Opportunity summits
0
1
• Local corporate TA / mentoring
1
1
•
2
1
•
3
1
•
4
1
•
5
1
•
6
1
•
7

partnerships

Milestone sessions
Accelerator grants
TA supports
Americorps VISTA and Atlas Corps support
Local PR support
Core MBK coalition coordination & national
policy advocacy

1
• Targeted awareness-building / culture-shift
8

campaigns

1
9
• National corporate engagement
2
• Innovation grants
0
TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Operational effectiveness:
Key performance indicators
CATEGORY
Team
effectiveness

SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES
2
• Hire a diverse and talented staff
1

EXAMPLES OF KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
• % of candidates who accept offers
• % of people of diverse races/ethnicities on staff and in
leadership roles

2
• Retain and develop talent
2

• % of staff meeting or exceeding development goals
• % of high-performing staff retained over previous 12 mos.

2
• Foster a strong culture supported by
3

• Staff satisfaction

2• Cultivate donors and build pipeline
4

• # new funders / donors

effective internal processes

Financial
sustainability

commitments

• % of funders/donors who renew their support
• % of total dollars from multi-year grants

2
• Achieve financial sustainability,
5

resilience and accountability

Board and key
stakeholder
engagement

2
6• Maximize Board engagement within

clear governance structure

• Net operating surplus (or deficit)
• Months of cash in reserves
• % of board members contributing (give/get) and total $
contributed
• # of strategic relationships brokered by board members
• % of board members attending board calls/meetings

2
7• Leverage ongoing relationships with

President Obama and Obama
Foundation
2
8• Engage youth in shaping

organizational direction

Measurement
and learning

2
9• Collect, analyze and reflect on data

to strengthen performance

• # of events with President Obama
• # of new funding and programming relationships catalyzed by
President Obama
• # of and depth of partnerships with Obama Foundation
• % of youth advisory council members attending
calls/meetings
• Accuracy and timeliness of internal measurement and
evaluation (qualitative)
• % of scheduled reflection meetings
with
TBG held
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Context for implementation planning
• MBKA has set an ambitious vision of improving the lives of millions of boy
and young men of color across the country
• To achieve that goal, the organization has aligned on three critical areas of
impact that map to its program offering (see slide 14) as well as identified
several internal priorities to support operational effectiveness (slide 15)
• The following slides lay out a sequence of supporting the organizations
programmatic and operational objectives over a 6 month, 12 month, and
24 month timeline
- Note: this timeline incorporates many of the goals articulated in the MBKA Alliance
Goals document sent on 1/5, and initial workplanning conducted internally

• During the working team meeting on January 13th, we will spend time in
small groups working through the specific details and sequence of each of
these areas as small groups
• Following the January 13th meeting, we will update the implementation plan
and include relevant owners of each workstream
TBG
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Implementation:
Catalyst and Challenge Communities 1 of 2
PROGRAM
OFFERING
•1 MBK network
management
/ certification

BY 6 MONTHS…
• Refine and communicate standards of
participation across tiers
• Create annual self-reporting
mechanism for Challenge Communities
to report progress

BY 12 MONTHS…

BY 24 MONTHS…

• Collect self-report forms from all
Challenge Communities (will include
reporting progress on
creating/publishing plans focused on
implementing effective interventions)

• Update, refine and complete
Challenge Community reporting
cycle (will hold Catalyst
communities accountable for
actively executing on plans to
implement effective interventions)

• Finalize platform and roll out portal to
all communities

• Continue to facilitate interaction on
portal to generate contributions,
comments and dialogue

• Support Catalyst Gold Communities in
creating/publishing plans focused on
implementing effective interventions
•2 MBKA
Exchange
(data portal)

• Finish research on Challenge
Community needs in collaboration with
external contractor to develop data
portal
• Begin to pilot testing platform with
select users for feedback

PRELIMINARY

• Actively facilitate interaction on portal
to generate contributions, comments,
and dialogue
• Refine portal in line with ongoing user
feedback and behavior

• Collect input from users on how
portal could be strengthened in the
next 12 months

• Complete data dashboard (with
Bloomberg) and work to integrate with
MBK Exchange build
•3 Curated
information

• Use existing research (e.g., data portal
research) to summarize information
needs and preferences

• Review available knowledge; identify
resources needed

• Continue to share information with
all communities

• Finalize plan for information collection
and dissemination strategy, including
press kits

• Solicit feedback from users on how
information curation should improve

• Compile initial set of materials to
respond to FAQs

• Continue to collect early feedback to
codify / refine materials to respond to
FAQs

• Based on early feedback, codify /
refine materials to respond to FAQs

• Conduct soft launch and pilot help
desk with select communities

• Roll out help desk to all Catalyst
Communities

• Work with contracted PR firm to create
press kits for Challenge Communities
•4 Concierge /
help desk

• Confirm help desk support model

• Roll out help desk to all
communities
• Solicit feedback to refine model

TBG
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Implementation:
Catalyst and Challenge Communities 2 of 2
PROGRAM
OFFERING
5
• National
convenings

•
6 Regional
convenings

BY 6 MONTHS…

BY 12 MONTHS…

• Identify priorities, learning
objectives and key partners for first
national convening of Challenge
Communities

• Hold first national convening at the
level POTUS would engage

• Identify content priorities, learning
objectives, and key partners for first
regional Challenge Community
convenings

• Identify regional groupings

• Share insights with all Challenge
Communities

• Host pilot regional convenings
(preferably after National
Convening)

PRELIMINARY

BY 24 MONTHS…
• Hold second national convening
• Share insights with all Challenge
Communities
• Collect feedback from individuals
participating in regional convenings
• Complete at least 3 more regional
convenings, incorporating feedback
• Plan regional convenings to be
implemented within next 12 months
to complement National convening

• Communities of
7
practice

• Determine model for implementing
communities of practice (e.g., taking
over calls led by Bloomberg)

• Implement 2 communities of
practice in pilot form

• Identify how communities of practice
can best complement regional
convenings

• Launch 5 regional and 3
milestone-specific communities of
practice
• Collect feedback on the impact of
communities of practice

• Youth
8
fellowship
program

• Determine learning objectives of
Youth Fellowship program, target
number of youth to reach, and
where fellows can make the most
valuable contribution

• Place first cohort of fellows within
MBK Alliance

• Place second cohort of fellows within
MBK Alliance

• Solicit feedback on fellowship
experience and how it could be
improved

• Solicit feedback on fellowship
experience and how it could be
improved

• Catalyst grants
9

• Determine magnitude of funds to be
disbursed through Catalyst grants
and fundraise to reach this goal

• Disperse first round of Catalyst
funding

• Disperse second round of Catalyst
funding

• Review grant progress

• Develop grantmaking process

• Set Catalyst grantmaking targets for
the coming year

• Set funding targets for the coming
year

• Formalize RFP process for accessing
Catalyst grants and publicize
availability of funds

• Share updates about the impact and
learning resulting from first round of
Catalyst funding
TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Implementation:
Accelerator Communities 1 of 2
PROGRAM
OFFERING
•1 Opportunity
0 summits

BY 6 MONTHS…

BY 12 MONTHS…

BY 24 MONTHS…

• Implement light-touch Opportunity
Summit in Memphis

• Implement 2 additional Opportunity
Summits in Newark and New Orleans
and disperse follow up funding to
CBOs

• Disperse Opportunity Summit funds
to support CBOs as part of Summit
follow up in Oakland, Detroit, and
Memphis

• Assess individual, community, and
corporate impact of Opportunity
Summits completed in the last 12
months

• Implement 4 additional Opportunity
Summits tailored to maturity of
community (likely Albuquerque, New
York, and Los Angeles) and disperse
follow up funding to CBOs

• Design lower-cost/lighter-touch
version of Opportunity Summit

• Repeat assessment of impact

• Leverage learnings to inform
subsequent Opportunity Summits
•1 Local corporate
1 TA / mentoring

•1 Milestone
2 sessions

• Assess follow-through of corporate
commitments made for Opportunity
Summits

• Continue to assess follow through of
corporate commitments made for
Opportunity Summits

• Continue to assess follow through of
corporate commitments made for
Opportunity Summits

• Broker at least one corporate
funding and mentoring commitment
in Oakland, Detroit, and Memphis,
each

• Offer light-touch TA assistance to
corporate partners to strengthen
hiring and retention of BYMOC in at
least 50% of cities that have hosted
an Opportunity Summit

• Offer light-touch TA assistance to
corporate partners to strengthen
hiring and retention of BYMOC in at
least 50% of cities that have hosted
an Opportunity Summit

• Implement Milestone Sessions
among local government leaders,
CBOs, corporations, and funders in
one city (potentially partnering with
organizations with collective impact
expertise)

• Implement Milestone Sessions
among local government leaders,
CBOs, corporations, and funders in
all cities that have hosted an
Opportunity Summit

• Implement Milestone Sessions
among local government leaders,
CBOs, corporations, and funders in
all cities that have hosted an
Opportunity Summit

TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Implementation:
Accelerator Communities 2 of 2
PROGRAM
OFFERING
1 Accelerator
•
3 grants

BY 6 MONTHS…

1
• AmeriCorps
5 VISTA and
Atlas Corps
support

1 Local PR
•
6 support

BY 24 MONTHS…

• Determine magnitude of funds to be
offered through Accelerator grants
and fundraise to reach this goal

• Disperse first round of Accelerator
funding

• Disperse second round of Accelerator
funding

• Review grant progress

• Develop grantmaking process

• Set Accelerator grantmaking targets
for the coming year

• Set Accelerator grantmaking targets
for the coming year

• Formalize RFP process for accessing
Accelerator grants and publicize
availability of funds
1 TA supports
•
4

BY 12 MONTHS…

• Share updates about the impact and
learning resulting from first round of
Accelerator funding

• Support local leads in determining
capacity-building needs

• Support local leads in determining
capacity-building needs

• Support local leads in determining
capacity building needs

• Facilitate connections to appropriate
TA resources

• Facilitate connections to appropriate
TA resources

• Facilitate connections to appropriate
TA resources

• Secure 9 AmeriCorps-funded
positions at CBOs in cities where
MBKA has completed an Opportunity
Summit

• Secure 9 additional
AmeriCorps-funded positions at
CBOs in cities that have hosted an
Opportunity Summit

• Secure 24 AmeriCorps-funded
positions at CBOs in all cities that
have hosted an Opportunity Summit

• Place Atlas fellow in an Accelerator
Community

• Place additional Atlas fellow in an
Accelerator Community

• Identify stories of success occurring
in Accelerator Communities to
elevate through communication
strategies

• Work with National PR firm to
support local messaging strategy
and materials

• Place additional Atlas fellow in an
Accelerator Community
• Continue to work with National PR
firm to support local messaging
strategy and materials
• Develop a library of success stories

TBG
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Implementation:
National enabling environment
PROGRAM
OFFERING
•1 Core MBK
7 coalition
coordination &
national policy
advocacy

BY 6 MONTHS…
• Design and host 2-3 meetings with
national partners

•1 National
9 corporate
engagement

•2 Innovation
0 grants

BY 24 MONTHS…

• Host meeting with national partners
to reflect on accomplishments
achieved over last 12 months and
discuss how to enhance impact

• Host meeting with national partners to
reflect on accomplishments achieved
over last 12 months and discuss how
to enhance impact

• Confirm future goals, and roles and
responsibilities of each partner

• Confirm future goals, and roles and
responsibilities of each partner

• Identify resources and activities
needed to strengthen coalition

• Identify resources and activities
needed to strengthen coalition

• Track outcomes and lessons from
awareness building/culture shift
opportunities pursued over the past
12 months (e.g., ESPN)

• Track outcomes and lessons from
awareness building/culture shift
opportunities pursued over the past 12
months

• Identify awareness building/ culture
shift opportunities to pursue over
the coming 12 months

• Identify awareness building/ culture
shift opportunities to pursue over the
coming 12 months

• Deliver first State of BYMOC report

• Deliver second State of BYMOC report

• Secure commitments from at least 3
additional influential corporations to
advance work related to BYMOC

• Secure commitments from at least
6-10 additional influential corporations
to advance work related to BYMOC

• Secure commitments from at least
3 influential corporations to
advance work related to BYMOC

• Revisit and update short list of
corporations to target given MBK
Alliance accomplishments over the
last 12 months

• Revisit and update short list of
corporations to target given MBK
Alliance accomplishments over the last
12 months

• Begin implementation of Sprint
Mobile Devices partnership

• Begin implementation of NYPL
mentoring partnership

• Determine magnitude of funds to
be provided through innovation
grants and fundraise to reach goal

• Announce first recipients of
innovation funding

• Announce second group of recipients
of innovation funding

• Review grant progress

• Develop grantmaking process

• Set innovation grantmaking targets
for the coming year

• Set innovation grantmaking targets for
coming year

• Refine shared goals and define key
roles and responsibilities of each
partner
• Develop shared document for
national partners articulating goals,
roles, and responsibilities

•1 Targeted
8 awareness-buil
ding /
culture-shift
campaigns

BY 12 MONTHS…

PRELIMINARY

• Finalize contract with national PR
firm to develop and deliver
communications strategy
• Identify awareness building/ culture
shift opportunities to pursue over
the coming 6 months

• Develop short list of prominent
corporations likely to make
programmatic, financial, or staff
resource commitments to BYMOC

• Formalize RFP process for accessing
Innovation grants and publicize
availability of funds

• Share updates about the impact and
learning resulting from funding
TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Implementation:
Operational effectiveness 1 of 2
OPERATING
ACTIVITIES
•2 Hire a diverse
1 and talented
staff

BY 6 MONTHS…

BY 12 MONTHS…

BY 24 MONTHS…

• Finalize and share organizational chart
with full staff

• Complete hiring and onboarding of
key positions in line with achieving
a team that reflects diversity of
communities served

• Complete hiring of all positions listed
in organizational chart ensuring that
staff composition reflects diversity of
communities served

• Update and create job descriptions for
existing and new positions in alignment
with strategy

• Develop and conduct first annual
staff satisfaction survey and
incorporate feedback loops

• Complete second staff satisfaction
survey and incorporate feedback
loops

• Assess staff satisfaction quarterly
through light-touch means and
incorporate feedback loops

• Draft professional development
protocol

• Continue strengthening
organizational processes

• Develop hiring plan to fill key positions
and onboarding strategy
• Identify consulting bench for transition

•2 Retain and
2 develop talent

2
• Foster a strong
3 culture
supported by
effective
internal
processes

• Develop plan to strengthen
organizational processes

• Strengthen organizational
processes, including incorporating
values and behaviors into
performance reviews

• Draft and finalize organizational
principles (e.g., values and operating
philosophy)

• Assess quality of norms and
processes, identifying influential
revisions

• Assess quality of norms and
processes, identifying influential
revisions

• Establish work norms and define key
process (e.g., meeting frequency and
decision making)

• Draft action plan to address
insights surfaced through Culture
Retreat over the next 12 months

• Complete second Culture Retreat

• Assess success of donor
cultivation, leverage lessons
learned to guide future activities

• Assess success of donor cultivation,
leverage lessons learned to guide
future activities

• Revisit and revise fundraising
targets for the coming 12 months

• Revisit and revise fundraising targets
for the coming 12 months

• Design Culture Retreat
2
• Cultivate
4 donors and
build pipeline
commitments

• Develop plan for capital campaign –
size, approach to gifts, etc.
• Outline coverage strategy for key
accounts (Individual, Corporate and
Philanthropic)
• Gain POTUS and board support of and
engagement in campaign, including
campaign leadership
• Create a list of high net worth
individuals and foundations to pursue
and launch quiet campaign

• Draft action plan to address insights
surfaced through Culture Retreat
over the next 12 months

• Continue to target and pursue
priority individual and foundation
donors

TBG
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PRELIMINARY

Implementation:
Operational effectiveness 2 of 2
OPERATING
ACTIVITIES

BY 6 MONTHS…

BY 12 MONTHS…

BY 24 MONTHS…

2
• Achieve
5 financial
sustainability,
resilience and
accountability

• Determine financial infrastructure,
governance, and systems needed to
ensure accountability and
compliance

• Complete all accountability and
compliance procedures

• Continue to maintain accountability
and compliance procedures

•2 Maximize Board
6 engagement
within clear
governance
structure

• Develop and formalize Board
governance structure

• Develop Nominations Committee
process for board recruitment, and
recruit new board members

• Assess degree of board satisfaction
annually with board survey

2
• Leverage
7 ongoing
relationships
with President
Obama and
Obama
Foundation

• Formalize relationships with former
POTUS and Obama Foundation (e.g.,
finalize MOU or merger)

2
• Engage youth
8 in shaping
organizational
direction

• Finalize approach for integrating
youth voice and leadership
throughout MBKA activities and
decisions

• Assess quality of youth involvement
in MBKA activities and decisions,
identifying how it could be
strengthened

• Continue to assess quality of youth
involvement in MBKA activities and
decisions, identifying how it could be
strengthened

•2 Collect, analyze
9 and reflect on
data to
strengthen
performance

• Determine measurement and
learning objectives

• Complete performance measurement
and internal evaluation to identify
strengths and opportunities for
improvement

• Complete performance measurement
and internal evaluation to identify
strengths and opportunities for
improvement

• Develop skills form and identify
missing skills /talents
• Determine approach for maximizing
board engagement

• Engage POTUS on MBKA strategy
and plan; refine as needed

• Draft performance measurement and
evaluation plan to fulfill learning
objectives

• Refine efforts to engage the board

• Implement new efforts to increase
board engagement in targeted and
useful ways
• POTUS participates in key
gathering(s) with MBKA and, if
possible, supports MBKA capital
campaign efforts

• Build on relationships with POTUS
and the Obama Foundation

• MBKA and the Obama Foundation
structure mutually beneficial
partnerships

• Create system for tracking progress,
with support of external contractor

TBG
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Reference: MBK Alliance Goals document priorities not
highlighted in slides 17-23
From MBK Alliance Goals document (draft sent 1/5)
• Oversee completion of Bridgespan engagement
• Socialize Bridgespan strategy with Board on 1/31 and with MBKA team
• Develop action plans with each team based on finalized strategy with key
deliverables (note: started by slides 17-23 in this document)
• Create processes for assessing commitments and additional projects based
on strategy and work plans
• Design and deliver first ever MBKA Annual Report in partnership with
Communications Team

TBG
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Appendix

TBG
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With scarce resources and time, MBK Alliance should
prioritize supporting communities with momentum
Challenge
Communities

Catalyst
Communities
Silver

Definition

Taken limited
to no action
since
accepting the
White House
Community
Challenge

Taken initial
steps of
Community
Challenge
(e.g., hosting
Local Action
Summit)

Approx.
number

100+

~80

Local leaders
take additional
steps to
mobilize
community

Communities
align on
outcomes and
increase
cross-sector
commitment
to BYMOC

Goal

MBKA Role

Provide basic resources on
“what works” to improve
outcomes for BYMOC

Accelerator
Communities
Gold

Taken significant
Taken significant steps
steps to improve
to improve outcomes for
outcomes for BYMOC
BYMOC, and other MBK
(e.g., drafted Local
Alliance national
Action Plan, increased
partners are doing
coordination of
significant work
BYMOC programming)
~40

~5

~10

Communities invest
Communities lay
significant resources in
additional foundations
shared goals for
towards becoming
BYMOC that are based
Accelerator Communities
in best practices

Provide and/or secure
curated resources,
light-touch technical
assistance, and small
grants

Taken significant
steps to improve
outcomes for BYMOC
and have local,
cross-sector
momentum to
achieve change in
the near-term

Provide additional,
larger, grants to
support local
momentum, in addition
to resources and
assistance for silver
catalyst communities

TBG

Communities achieve
needle-moving
improvements for
BYMOC across
milestones
Work with partners
to provide and/or
secure intensive
technical assistance
and longer term
funding to drive
population level
outcomes
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Proposed set of detailed criteria for maintaining status
as part of catalyst and accelerator communities
Challenge Communities
Size/need

• No population
threshold

Catalyst Communities

Accelerator Communities

• Population of at least 25,000 • Population of at least 50,000 BYMOC, or
of BYMOC, or >75% of
>75% of population are people of color
population are people of
• MOC have significant need, either:
color
th

- Low primary educational attainment: 4 grade
reading below basic level (avg. score below 208)
- High unemployment: A primary racial group of
color has an unemployment rate above 15%

Local
government
commitment

• Local leadership has
accepted the MBK
Community
Challenge

Momentum
among local
partners

• Several organizations • Several organizations have
• Active collaborative meets regularly to discuss
within region serve
made public commitments to
plan to promote BYMOC equity
the BYMOC
collaborate towards BYMOC
• Collaborative proactively uses MBK brand
community
equity

Sustainable
funding

• Local funders have stated
• Several local mid- to large-size companies are
interest in or already funded
amenable to supporting BYMOC
MBK-affiliated activities
• Local funders (philanthropic or corporate)
have made financial commitments to support
explicitly BYMOC

Data

• Community organizations
• Government has track record of making
and/or city government
data-informed decisions
expressed interest in aligning • Alignment on indicators to track progress
on key indicators to track
progress for BYMOC

National
partners

• Completed a Local Action
Plan or other significant
action to support BYMOC

• Local BYMOC plan across milestones
• Local government is dedicating time to
MBK-related activities and has broad support
for MBK work within government

• Other national MBK partners are working
within the region
TBG
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Grantmaking as a form of financial support can target
different objectives to achieve social change
OBJECTIVES

DESCRIPTION

CASE STUDY

Develop new
solutions

• funders support
research,
experimentation, and
innovation to identify
promising practices

The Michael J. Fox Foundation leverages an
in-house team of scientists along with an
advisory panel of experts to make targeted
investments in new, promising research to
find a cure for Parkinson’s disease

Build great
organizations

• funders support the
strengthening of
organizations to
delivery programs and
activities

In addition to multiple years of unrestricted
capital, The Draper Richards Kaplan
Foundation offers hands-on capacity
building support (e.g., working side by side,
taking a board seat, leveraging networks
and connections)

Influence
multiple
actors in a
region

• funders support the
coordination and
collaboration of a group
of actors working in a
particular region

The James Irvine Foundation established
ConnectEd to transform education through
Linked Learning pathways in California.
ConnectEd works closely with and aligns
school, district, community, policy, and
private sector leaders to improve education
and career outcomes

Fund proven
programs

• funders support the
provision of established
programs and activities
(i.e., scale, growth,
expansion)

The Edna McConnell Clark Foundation
devotes substantial resources over multiple
years to support and scale programs with a
strong evidence of impact

• funders support efforts
to modify policies,
laws, and regulations

The Civil Marriage Collaborative – a group
of foundations and individuals funders played a critical role in helping the LGBT
movement develop and pursue a shared
strategy to secure the freedom to marry

Change
public will
and
government

TBG

Source: When You’ve Made Enough to Make a Difference, HBR-2011, Six Pathways to Enduring Results, TBG-2013
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MBKA’s grantmaking fulfills the following target
FOR DISCUSSION
objectives…
MBKA’S GRANTMAKING

OBJECTIVES

Develop new
solutions

INNOVATION FUND:
To foster experimentation
and new practices
nationally

CATALYST FUND:
To promote the evolution
/ maturation of work in
Catalyst Communities
through capacity building,
aligning actors, and
expanding proven
programs

ACCELERATOR FUND:
To drive large-scale
impact in Accelerator
Communities by
supporting collaboration,
effective activities, and
system-level change

•

Build great
organizations

•

•

Influence
multiple actors
in a region

•

•

Fund proven
programs

•

•

Change public
will and
government

•
TBG
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…and possesses the following attributes

FOR DISCUSSION

MBKA PROPOSED GRANTMAKING FRAMEWORK
• Innovation fund:
- Size and scale: $1M in funding
- Objective: to foster experimentation and new practices
- Eligibility: all applicants regardless of affiliation with Challenge Communities
- Example: University-based researchers piloting a new intervention to support BYMOC

• Catalyst fund:
- Size and scale: $2-5M in funding
- Objective: to promote the evolution of work through capacity building, aligning actors, and
expanding proven programs
- Eligibility: applicants affiliated with Catalyst Communities
- Example: Nonprofit requesting funding for capacity building assistance

• Accelerator fund:
- Size and scale: $5-10M in funding
- Objective: to drive large-scale impact by supporting collaboration, organizational efficacy,
proven programs, and system-level change
- Eligibility: applicants affiliated with Accelerator Communities
- Example: A coalition of cross-sector actors requesting funds to strengthen collective impact
practices that have demonstrated traction and success
TBG
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